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Recently, M. N. Oguztijrcli presented certain results on the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of systems governed by a linear integro-partial differen- 
tial equation of parabolic type with delayed arguments. Since his results admit 
only smooth coefficients, they could not be used directly in the study of the 
optimal control problems with bounded measurable control variables appearing 
in the coefficients of the system equations. In this paper, we consider a class of 
systems described by second-order quasilinear parabolic integro-partial differen- 
tial equations with all but the second-order coefficients assumed bounded 
measurable. Our principal results are: Theorem 3.5, which establishes the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions of this class of systems (with controls in 
the coefficients), and Theorem 4.4, which gives a necessary condition for 
optimality for the corresponding controlled system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous results are available in the literature [3-5, etc.] dealing with the 
fundamental problems of existence and uniqueness of solutions of systems 
governed by linear and quasilinear partial differential equations of parabolic 
type. Problems of optimal control of systems described by some of these partial 
differential equations with first boundary condition or with Cauchy condition 
have also been studied extensively in [I, 2, 11, 18, 23, 241 and others. 
Recently, Oguztoreli [20] presented certain results on the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of systems governed by a linear integro-partial dif- 
ferential equation of parabolic type with delayed arguments. However, his 
results admit only smooth coefficients. Thus, they could not be used in the 
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investigation of problems of optimal control with bounded measurable control 
variables appearing in the coefficients of the system equations. In this paper, 
we consider a class of systems described by second-order quasilinear parabolic 
integro-partial differential equations with bounded measurable coefficients but 
without delayed arguments. Results on the existence and uniqueness of solu- 
tions are established in Theorem 3.5. Further, a necessary condition for optimal- 
ity for this class of systems is derived in Theorem 4.4. 
2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Let ~2 C Rn be open with compact closure Q = 9 u X?, where the boundary 
of Q satisfies the following property. 
Each point of 82 has a neighborhood in which 80 is locally representable by 
functions with HGlder continuous third-order partial derivatives. 
We shall denote the coordinate of a point x in Rn by x1 , x2 ,..., x and time 
by t. 
Consider the system described by the following quasilinear integro-partial 
differential equation of parabolic type. 
w 4(u) (x, t) = w4 w (x9 t), (x, t) EQ x (0, Tl, 
s: $(u> (x, 0) = Mx>, XEQ, 
C(4 (3, t) = 0, (x, t)Easz x [O, T]. 
for each u ED, where T is a fixed constant; the domain Q A J2 x (0, T] is a 
bounded subset of Rn+l; the set D, to be defined later, is the class of admissible 
controls; and the operators L(U) and K(U) are given, respectively, by 
W) 4x, t) 2 .4x, t) - a&, t) %&(X, t) - b(x, 4 4x7 t)) .%&, t) 
- c(x, t, u(x, t)) 2(x, t) 
and 
Further, at A &/at; ,z,~ A &/&xi; and .z+, A &z/ax, axj. Note that the 
convention adopted above and throughout the rest of the paper is to take sum- 
mation up to II over repeated indices. 
For brevity, whenever there is no confusion the variable (x, t) will be sup- 
pressed and a(~) will be used to denote the function OL(X, t, U) where a(~) stands 
for any of the coefficients or solutions of the system 5’ and its related systems 
to be considered in this paper. 
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The class of admissible controls on .Gr x (0, T] & Q is defined by 
D 2 {u: u measurable on Q, U(X, t) E U for a.a. (x, t) E Q}, 
where U is a closed convex subset of R’. 
Let / B 1 be the Lebesgue measure of the measurable set B of any finite- 
dimensional Euclidean space. Let E be any connected subset of a finite-dimen- 
sional Euclidean space and denote by C,I(E), 0 < 1 < co, the class of all 2 times 
differentiable functions on E with compact support. W(E) is the completion of 
C,,“(E) in the norm 
where 
and 
IIZII n L*(E) = 
Y(I, X) denotes a class of functions defined on the interval I with values in a 
norm space X, for example, Lp(l,LQ(E)), p, q > 1. 
For any nonintegral positive number A, HA*A/2(Q) denotes the Banach space of 
functions x that are continuous on Q and have derivatives of the form 
fii nonnegative integer, 2a + j3 < A, and have a finite norm 
Note that [A] denotes the largest integer of h and 
/I x li$’ & 1 x 1:’ = m;x 1 Z 1 , 
jl x \I$’ & c 1 D,” . 0: . z I$‘, 
(2a+B=j) 
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Throughout the paper, the coefficients of the operators L, K and the initial 
function q$ are assumed to satisfy the following conditions which mill be referred 
to collectively as (A). 
(i) a(., .) is continuous and bounded on Q; 
(ii) there exist numbers 01; , 01, > 0 such that 
01, j z 1% > a&, t) . zjzj 2 CiI [ z 12 
for all .a E Rn uniformly on Q (uniformly parabolic); 
(iii) ] a(x, t) - a(x’, t’)/j x - x’ ~ + 1 t - t’ 1 < C for all X, x’ EQ and 
t, t’ E [0, T], where C is a constant; 
(iv) b(., ., .) and c(., ., .) are bounded measurable on Q x U and con- 
tinuous on U for almost all (x, t) EQ. 
(v) there exist constants N, n/r, > 0 such that for all (x, t, v) E Q x L’ 
and for any K r , K$ E [-IV, IV] and P, l2 E A, A (1 E R”: max,(,+ ] lj j < IV), 
If@, t, v, K1 , 1’) - f(X, t, Z’, K2 , [“)I :< &fl )I K1 - K.) j f i j ljl - &’ I( 
i=l 
and f(., ., ., ., .) is bounded measurable on Q x c’ x R1 x R”, where R”’ is 
the m-dimensional Euclidean space; 
(vi) there exists a constant Ma > 0 such that for all (x, t, 7, 7, v) E 
Q X & x u and for any K1, ~a E [-IV, N] and P, l8 E A, 
I g@, t, 177 , vu, Kl 3 11) - g(x, t, 7, 7, 2’, K2 , 1”) 
and g(., ., ., ., ., ., .) is bounded measurable on Q x & x U x R’ x R*l, where 
N and A, are as defined in (v). 
(vii) +“( .) E C,2(LJ). 
Remark 2.1. The results to be presented for the system S remain valid with 
the function f replaced by 
f(X, t, V, K, I) -fl(X, t, V) i-f’@, t, V) K +fj3(X, t, V) lj + f’(X, t, V, K, l), 
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where f l, f 2, fi3, i= 1, 2 ,..., n satisfy property (iv) of (A), whereasf4 satisfies 
the property (v) of (A). Th is is due to the fact that f2(x, t, U(X, t)) .4(u) (x, t) 
and fi3(x, t, U(X, t)) . &(u) (x, t) can be moved to the left-hand side of the 
differential equation S and combined with the terms c(x, t, u(x, t)) .4(u) (x, t) 
and b,(x, t, U(X, t)) . (bZi(u) (x, t), respectively. Clearly, this system is then reduced 
to the form of the system S with assumption (A). Thus, without any loss of 
generality, we may only consider the system S subject to assumption (A). 
Th e problem considered in this paper, which is denoted by P, is stated as: 
Subject to the dynamical system S, find a control u” E D that minimizes the cost 
functional 
J(u) = s, ffO(x, #4 (x, TN dx, 
where 4(u) is the solution of the system S corresponding to the control u E D 
and HO(., .) is measurable on Q for each $ E R1 and continuous on R' for almost 
all x E Sz. Further, the function No is assumed to satisfy the following properties. 
H(i) There exists a function h so that 
ffO(x, %> < NO@, %> + h(x, 22) (Zl - z2) 
for almost every x E Q and every zi , z E R1, where the function h is measurable 2 
on L.J for each z E R and continuous on R1 for almost all x E Q; and further 
for some ho(*) E L2(52) and h, E R1. 
H(ii). H”(., Z) E Ll(52) for some z E R1, and si {HO(x, &(x, T)) - 
ffO(x, 42(x, T)>) dx 3 0 if &(x, T) 3 C2(x, T). 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS OF RELATED SYSTEMS 
In order to find a control u E D that solves the problem P (called the optimal 
control), we need to show the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the system 
S and some of its related systems to be defined later in this section. 
Consider the following linear second-order partial differential equation of 
parabolic type. 
L(u) Q(u) (x, q =P(x, t, u(x, t)), (x, t) 65 0, 
F: QY4 (x, 0) = 40(4 XEQ, 
@P(f4 (x, q = 0, (x, q E cm x [O, q, 
for each u E D, where the operator L(u) is as defined for the system S. 
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For convenience in further references, let 2 denote the class of all real-valued 
functions + on the cylinder g having the following properties. 
where h, is a positive constant; 
(ii) for 0 < 6 < 1 and 5 =: 4 or +,. (z’ = I,..., n), , 
I 5(x’, t’) - &, t>i 
1 @, t)l + [I t _ t , + ( x! _ x (2]S/2 G A2 
for all X, x’ ED and t, t’ E [0, 7’1, where ha is a positive constant; 
(iii) +(x, t) = 0 for (x, t) E 852 x [0, T]; and 
(iv) 4(x, 0) =40(x) for x E Q. 
For brevity, the statement “%? depends on the structure of the differential 
equation of the system F” will be used to mean that %? is determined by the 
quantities ar, a,, C and the bounds of the functions b, and c (i = l,..., n), where 
az 2 Al,, and C are as defined in (A). 
In the sequel, we need 
DEFINITION 3.1. For each u E D, the function Q(U) E 2 is said to be a 
solution of the first boundary value problem F if it satisfies the corresponding 
equations of F a.e. on [0, T] x 0 g Q. 
Note that the existence and uniqueness of solution in S of the system F with 
$,,(x) E 0 on B are known [I 1, Appendix 1, pp. 209-2101. In fact, these results 
remain valid without requiring +a(~) = 0 on 0. W e will present their proofs in a 
different approach. In order to use this approach, we would be required to 
consider the system F with their coefficients and data replaced by their cor- 
responding integral averages. For this, let w(y; a) be a sufficiently smooth non- 
negative function defined on Rm for each positive integer u so that w(y; u) = 0 
for IY i > l/o and JI~IS~!~ w(y; u) dy = 1 for all positive integers u. 
For any real-valued measurable function [ on Rm and for any positive integer CT, 
let us define on Rm the function p, called the integral average of 6, by 
F’(Y) 42 j- 4~ - Y’; 4 8~‘) dy’. (3.1) 
R” 
With these preparations, we have the following results. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Consider the system F. Suppose that assumption (A) with 
f(X, t, u(x, t), Q(u) (XT t), @z(u) (x, t)) =P(x, t, u(x, t)) 
and 
g(x, t, ‘I, 7, u(x, t), Q(u) (rl,T), @z(u) (7, 7)) = 0 
is satisjied. Then for each II E D, the system F has a unique solution G(u). Further, 
this solution satisfies the estimates 
Ij Q w4 (X> tN2 + i; P&&4 (-5 tN2 + i (@&> (x3 tN2 i,j=l i=l 
1 
(3.2) 
+ (Q(u) (x, 0)” dx dt < ~1 
and for 0 < 6 < 1 and 5 = Q(u) OY Dzi(u), i = I,..., n
I 5(x’, t’) - 5(x, t)l 
1 lxx, 91 + [I t' - t 1 + 1 x' _ x ~2]"'2 G y2 (3.3) 
for aZZ (x, t), (x’, t’) E Q, where 
Vl = VI’ 1 jQ (fb t, 4x, t>N2 dx dt + j, [h,W2 + 5 W.o)zJz] dxj; 
i=l 
v2 = ~,‘{IJ(? t, U(% t>>18’ + I cow?>; 
and v,‘, v2’ are positive constants depending only on the structure of the differential 
equation F, iB2 and Q. 
Proof. For an arbitrary but fixed u ED, and for each positive integer U, 
let aFi(u), @(u) (i, j = l,..., n), P(U) andfO(u) denote, respectively, the integral 
averages of the functions L+(U), &(u) (i, j = l,..., n), c(u) andf”(u). Similarly, let 
$,,” be the integral average of &, . Further, let {sZO}, sZO C !2, be a sequence of 
open domains such that Ina C sZ”+l C LP+l for all integers (J >, 1 and 
lim o-pJ sZU = Sz. For each integer u >, 1, let la E C,,m(Q), Qa & 520 x 10, such 
that 10 = 1 on p-1 and 0 < 10 < 1 elsewhere, where (10) is a sequence of 
intervals in (0, T) for which lim,,, 10 = (0, T). Similarly, for every integer 
0 3 1, let dO~ C,m(J2a) such that d0 = 1 on G and 0 < do(x) < 1 elsewhere. 
Consider the sequence of linear first boundary-value problems 
P(u) t#J = Pp(u), (x, 4 6 Q, 
4(x, 0) = 44,W XEQ, (3.4) 
$(x, t) = 0, (x,t)EaQ x LO, Tl, 
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where, for each u E D and for each positive integer 0, the operator LO(U) is 
defined by 
By the standard properties of integral averages [22, pp. 13-151, we note that 
the coefficients of the operator L6(u) and data are all P(Q) or P(o) functions. 
Thus, it follows from the classical existence theorem [17, Theorem 5.2, p. 3201 
that for each positive integer 0, the problem (3.4) has a unique solution 
W(u) E EPN$) (Section 2) with 3 < h < 4. Further, it can be easily verified 
from the definition of integral average that the structure of the differential 
equation (3.4) is completely determined by the structure of the differential 
equation F uniformly with respect to (T. Therefore, it can be easily deduced 
from [17, the first estimate on p. 343 and estimate 9.2 on p. 3421 that 
where 0 < 6 < 1, k, is a positive constant depending only on the structure of the 
differential equation F, LX2 and Q. 
On the other hand, it follows from [15, Theorem 8, pp. 33-341 that @“(zL) 
also satisfies the following energy estimate uniformly with respect to 0. 
j. 
Q 
[(@W2 + P;(u))” + i P&(u))” + f (@:,,,(u))pj dx dt 
i=l i,j=l 
(3.7) 
(f(~,)~ dx dt y- il, (# t f (+$,/~xi)2] dx dt; . 
i=l 
Clearly, estimate (3.6) implies that for 0 < 6 < 1 and 5 =I @(a) or GZ,(~) 
(i = l,..., n), 
I L-w, t’) - 50(x, t)l 
I 50(x, t)l + ,, x, _ x l2 + I tt _ t l,s,2 G ~,~l.f(d” + I Co I,?]1 z&ff, (3.8) 
for all (x’, t’), (x, t) E Q. Thus, it follows from Ascoli-Arzela theorem that we 
can extract subsequences which are denoted again by the original sequences so 
that 5” - 4 uniformly on Q. Clearly, the limiting function 5 = G(u) or @ 
!a$‘;: will show that Q, 
n), also satisfies estimate (3.8). In particular, p ---f 5 weakly in P(Q). 
i (z = 1 I..., n) = di,* (i = I,..., n) on Q. 
Using the properties of the functions & and f(u), it is easily seen that the 
energy estimate (3.7) can be written as 
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Thus {@, @zi , ata, @& , i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n}zzF is a system of bounded sequences 
in La(Q) and consequently there exists a system of subsequences denoted again 
by their original indices and a system (@, @, $, @j, i, j = 1, 2,..., n} E L2(Q) so 
that 
@-Jf-+ CD, 
@I& -!L 09, 
@t” w-+ $J, 
(IV = weakly in L2), 
@&cj 
ii 
&*, 
as o --f 00. Further-, as mentioned earlier, both Die and @“,, (i = l,..., n) converge 
uniformly on Q to @ and Di (; = l,..., n), respeciively. Since for any 
z E C,,r(Q) (Cal(Q) = Cl(Q) with compact support) 
j @ii(u) z dx dt = - 1 P’(u) zzi dx dt, i = 1,2 ,..., n, 
Q Q 
j @t”(u) x dx dt = - j G’(u) zt dx dt, 
Q Q 
it is easily verified that, for almost all (x, t) E Q, 
@i = @ 
$4 = CD;:’ 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
#ij = @ zixi 9 i,j = I,2 ,...) n.
Next, we shall show that the function @ = Q(U) satisfies the differential 
equation F a.e. For this, we first note that for each u E D and for each integer 
o > 1, @J(U) satisfies the differential equation (3.4). Thus, we have 
@t(U) - G%@,i,j(4 + %4 @& + 44 @W -m 
z= @&> - h@,&4 + h(4 @&) + c(u) @(4> -“m 
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Clearly, expression (3.10) implies that for all z t L”(Q), 
s 
[@t(u) - {a@z,z,(u) - hi(u) @&) i c(u) Q(u)1 - .#+,I 2 dx df 
Q 
= I [(@t(U) - @t”(u>> z - ((“ij@ziz!,(u) - 4PZ~~zl(~)) z (3.11) 
l @i(U) @&) - hi”(u) @ii(U)) .z + (44 Q(u) - cw @“W4 
- (f(u) - Z+‘(u)) z] dx dt. 
Note that @ - 6 almost everywhere on Q, where 5” is the integral average of 5. 
Further, if t(.) ED(Q), then E”- t strongly in D(Q) [22, pp. 14-151. From 
the definition of P, we see that P(x, t) -+ 1 everywhere on Q and 0 < P(x, t) < 1 
on Q for all CJ >, 1. Further, as shown above, there exists a subsequence of 
(W(U)}, denoted again by {P(W)}, so that 
uniformly on Q and, in particular, weakly in L2(Q); and 
weakly in L2(Q). Using these facts and the fact that the coefficients atj , bi , c, 
i,j = 1, 2 )...) 71, are all bounded measurable, it can be easily verified that the 
expression on the right of (3.11) converges to zero as u -+ co through an appro- 
priate subsequence (if necessary). 
Thus, we have 
I [@t(u) - {a@,,,(u) + b&) @zi + C(U) @p> -j=(u)] z dx dt = 0 (3.12) Q 
for all z ELM and, in particular, for all z E C(Q). Consequently, Q’(u) satisfies 
the differential equation F a.e. on Q. 
It remains to show the uniqueness. Suppose that Q1(u) and D2(u) are the 
distinct solutions of the system F. Then, define 4 g @i(u) - a2(~) and consider 
-qu) $ = 0, (x, t) EQ, 
$(x, q = 0, (x, t>f iIf2 x [O, q, (3.13) 
#(x, 0) = 0, XEQ. 
Clearly, 4 is also the solution of the system (3.13) and satisfies the estimates 
(3.8) and (3.9). However, in this case, J(zL) A 0 and 4, -4 0. Thus, it follows 
easily that # I: 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.2 implies that for each ?I E D, the system F admits a 
unique solution Q(u) E .%Y, with Xi = vi , i = 1,2. 
Before we prove the existence and uniqueness of solution of the system S, 
let us consider the system 
where Q, & Sz x (0, s] and s E (0, T]. Clearly, the system F, is the system F 
with Q replaced by Qs . Corresponding to the system F, , we have. 
LEMMA 3.4. Consider the system F, . Suppose that all the hypotheses given in 
Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. Then, for each u E D, the unique solution a(u) of the 
system F is also the unique solution of the system F, and satisjies the following 
estimates. 
s I QS (@t(U) (x9 w +fP)z,z,(u) 6% t))” + 2 @Xi(U) (X? t)Y i.j=l i-1 
+ (@(u) (x, t)>” dx dt I (3.14) 
< VI’ jl
Q, 
<J(x, t, u(x, t)N2 dx dt +s, [Ip,,z(x) + i W,,W%~2] dxl; 
i=l 
andfor 0 < 6 < 1 and 5 = Q(u) or Qr,(u), i = I,..., n
I 5(x’, t’) - 5(x, 61 
1 c(x, Ql + [I f_ t 1 + 1 X’ _ x I”]“/” d v;tf(x t 4% t>>l8: + I w> t)lsP’> ,’ ’ 
(3.15) 
for all (x, t), (x’, t’) E Qs , where vl’ and v2’ are as defined in Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. Let G(u) be the solution of the system F corresponding to the control 
u E D. Clearly, 0(u) is also a solution to the system F, . Thus, it follows from 
Theorem 3.2 that Q(u) is the unique solution. 
It remains to show that a(u) satisfies the estimates (3.14) and (3.15). For this, 
we consider the system F withf(x, t, u(x, t)) replaced by j(x, t, u(x, t)) x0 and 
denote its corresponding unique solution by &(u), where x0, is the charackistic 
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function of the set Qs . However, it can be easily verified from Theorem 3.2 
that CD(U) 1: C%(U) on Q,? . Thus, it follows that 
65 w + f (@B2Zj(4 (x, q2+ f (@&) (x, t))” 
i,j=l i-1 
I + (Q(u) (x, t))2 dx dt 
! 
< JQ ptw (x, w i f @&!:,(4 (x, tN2 + f (@Z,(u) (x, t)j2 
i,j=l i=l 
+ (6’“(u) (x, ‘))“I dx dt 
(3.16) 
1 
I iv, t’) - i(x, t>l 1 
2y 1 Gx, 9 + [I t’ _ t j + I $ _ x 12]“‘2j 
< mgf ]I [8(x, t)l + 
I L%‘, t’) - gs(x, t)l / 
[I t’ - t ( 4 / x’ - x 12]S’2\ (3.17) 
where ur’ and va’ are as defined in Theorem 3.2; 0 < 6 < 1; 5 == Q(u) or !D+ju), 
i = l,..., n; and ts == C@(U) or 6,j(u), i = l,..., n. This completes the proof. 
With the help of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, we are in the position to 
prove the existence and uniqueness of solution of the system S. This result is 
given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Consider the system S. Suppose that assumption (A) is satis$ed. 
Then, for any u E D, there exists a unique solution C(u) of the system S so that 
i,j=l i=l 
t (d(u) (x, t))"I dxdt < ~'1; 
and for 0 < 6 < 1 and [ = d(u) or &.(u), i = I,..., n
I 1(x’, t’) - 5(x, q
1 Gx, t)l + [I X’ - x 12 + 1 t’ _ t I]“,2 G VP 9 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
where y and v2 are as de$ned in Theorem 3.2. 
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Proof. For each u E D, we consider the following sequence of first boundary- 
value problems 
where, for each u E D, 
L(u) z & Zt - O,j(X, t) ZZiZj - bi(X, t, u(x, t)) ZZi - c(x, t, u(x, t)) z; 
and 
Thus, for each $O(U) E S with h, = vr and X, = ~a , it follows from Theorem 3.2 
that the system (3.20) determines a sequence {@‘} of solutions atisfying the 
estimates (3.2) and (3.3). Further, using the argument as given in Theorem 3.2, 
we can extract a subsequence of {4”}, which we again index by m, so that 
VW, 4Ep4 -+ m, M4 i = l,..., 71, 
uniformly on Q and, in particular, weakly in P(Q), and 
weakly in L2(Q); and the limiting function C(U) satisfies also the estimates (3.2) 
and (3.3). Note that [ Q / < 03. Thus, we see that both 4”(u) and 4%“(u) also 
converges, respectively, to+(u) and &(u) in the norm of P(Q), p > 1. 
Now, since the function f satisfies property (v) of assumption (A), it follows 
that 
converges to 
f(% 4 u(x, 49 P(u) (x, 4, Cz”(4 (XT 9) 
f(x, 4 4% 4, cw (-5 t), AZ(u) (x7 9 
in P(Q), p > 1, and in particular, weakly in P(Q). 
Further, using property (vi) of assumption (A), it is easily verified that for 
almost all (x, t) E Q, 
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converges to 
t 
ss g(x, t, T,T, 4x, 4,4(u) (7, T), +x(u) (7, 7)) 4 d7. 0 s-2 
Thus, we deduce from the fact that g is bounded measurable on p x p x IiT >: 
R x Rn and the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem that 
t 
s 1,s &, 4 rl, T, 4x, t), Cm(u) (~3 4 +z:“(u) (7, T)) 4 d7 Q 0 n 
4x, t) dx dt 
converges to t s iss Q 0 R g(x, 4 797, u(x, t)904 (T,T), &(u) (rl, 7 )4djx(x, t) dx dt
for any x EG(Q) and, in particular, for any z EP(Q). 
Now, let us show that the function 4 satisfies the equations of the system S. 
For this, we first note that for each u E D and for each integer m > 1, +m(~) 
satisfies the differential equation (3.20) a.e. Thus, we have 
(3.21) 
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Clearly, expression (3.21) implies that for all z gL2(Q), 
= s o w&4 - 4t”W - M&&) - +;zjw (3.22) 
+ u4 (A&) - GpN + 44 (W - d”(4)> 
+ JJD {g(x, 4 7, 79 4% 0, v+1(4 (?I,4 Kr’W (7,4) 
- g(x, t, T,T> W (T,T>, 6&d h4) d7 dT 
+ (f(x, 6 4% t>, V(U) (x, t), C’(u) (x, t) 
- f(x, t, 4x, t), d(u) (x, t), &z(u) (x, t)))] 4x3 t) dx dt. 
However, it can be easily verified that the expression on the right-hand side of 
(3.22) converges to zero as m + CO through an appropriate subsequence (if 
necessary). Thus, we have 
s o Mt - @iAS&) + w A&> + 44 $w 
- 
ss ot nAx> 6 7, T>U(X> t), C(u) (7, T>, $44 h 4) 4 dT 
(3.23) 
- f(x, t, u(x, t>, 404 (x, t>, A&) (x> t))l 4x, 4 dx dt 
= 0 
for all z ED(Q) and, in particular, for all x E C(Q). This implies that (b(u) 
satisfies the differential equation of the system S a.e. Further, since@(,) (x, t) -+ 
+(u) (x, t) uniformly on Q, it follows that +( u must also satisfy the initial and ) 
boundary conditions. Therefore, 4(u) is a solution of the system S. 
Before we prove the uniqueness of the solution of the system S, we shall 
first show that every solution of the system S always satisfies e timates (3.18) and 
(3.19). For this, let .zl be a solution of the system S and consider the system 
W) z(x, t) = Q) %(X, t), (2, t) E Q, 
z(x, t) = 0, (x, t) Ea2 x [O, Tl, (3.24) 
4% 0) = 5w4, XEQ. 
Clearly, it can be easify verified from the properties of the functionsf and g that 
0) Zl(X, t) =f(x, t, 4% t>,4% t), %4x, 4) 
40915911-4 
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is a known bounded measurable function on Q. Thus, it follows from Theorem 
3.2 that the system (3.24) admits a unique solution, denoted by za , satisfying 
estimates (3.18) and (3.19). 
Now define z -5 zr - zz obviously, z is a solution of the homogeneous 
system 
L(u) z(x, t) := 0, (x, t) 6 Q, 
z(x, t) =- 0, (x, t) E 22 x [O, q, (3.25) 
x(x, 0) = 0, XEQ. 
In view of Theorem 3.2, we note that z is also the unique solution of the system 
(3.25), which is identically equal to zero on Q. This implies that .a1 = z2 on Q 
and thus x1 must also satisfy estimates (3.18) and (3.19). 
With these preparations, we can prove the uniqueness of the solution 4(n) of 
the system. For this, let $r and & be two distinct solutions. Clearly, they both 
satisfy estimates (3.18) and (3.19). Thus, in view of property (v) of assumption 
(A), it follows from [16, p. 2831 that 
a.e. on Q, where 
where i = I,..., n. Thus we have 
XEQ. 
(3.27) 
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Using the definition of the operator L(u), we can easily rewrite the system (3.27) 
in the form 
where 
-w) Y ii yt - +yzie, - (b&4 + y&g) yzi - (c(u) + y(u)) 3’. 
Since for the given +r and $a , y, yi , i = I,..., n are known bounded measurable 
functions defined on Q, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that I/ is also the unique 
solution of the system (3.28) satisfying the estimates 
($dX, t))2 + f (%q&> t))’ + i (&(X, t))” + ($(x, t))” dx dt 
i,i=l i=l I 
(3.29) 
- &, 4 T,T> u(x, t)> 92h 4, d~,zh 4) 4 dd12 dx dtl ;
and for 0 < 6 < 1 and 5 = I/ or I/J,+ (i= l,..., n), 
I 5(x’, t’) - 5(x, t>l 
' 6xX, t)l + [I t' - t 1 + 1 X' _ x I"]"/" 
7, dx, t), %d% T)~ hh T)) (3.30) 
- g(? t> '11 T> +> t>,%z(% T>~+2&I~ T>>l 4 dT 11 
for all (x, t), (x’ t’) E Q, where va and v4 are positive constants depending only on 
ci 29 %L T C and the bounds of the coefficients of the operator P(u), k%J and Q. 
However, it follows from Lemma 3.4 that estimate (3.30) reduces to 
I 5(x, t>l < v4 mgx IDS ot R k(x, 4rl? 7, +t t)> %I(% 7)~ hh T)> 
- k’(:i t, ‘I> 7, f&, t), +1(% T>, hh +I 4 dT 1 
(3.31) 
for all (x, t) E Qs , where Qs is as defined in Lemma 3.4. 
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Using property (vi) of assumption (A), we see that estimate (3.31) can be 
reduced to 
I ~(4 < B jos I d+ dT (3.32) 
for all s E (0, 7’1, where 
with M, a sufficiently arge positive number. Thus, it follows from the Gronwall- 
Bellman inequality that 
I ds)l = 0 (3.33) 
on [0, 7’1. This implies that 
$b(x, s) = 0 (3.34) 
on Q, and hence & = +a on Q. Thus, we can conclude that the system S admits 
only a unique solution d(u) and that this solution must satisfy estimates (3.18) 
and (3.19). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Using property (iii) of assumption (A) and denoting 
by a,(~, t, u), it is easily deduced that the system adjoint to the linear part of the 
system S, corresponding to each zl E D, may be written in the form 
L*(u) Mx, t) = 0, (x, t) E Q x (0, q, 
AS: q(x, t) == 0, (x, t) Ea2 x 10, Tl, 
4(x, T) = 4% $(u”) (x, T)) 4 ho(x), XEQ, 
where, for each u E D, 
and +(u”) is the solution of the system S corresponding to the optimal control 
@ED. 
For the weak solution of the system AS, we use the definition of Fleming [ 11, 
p. 1991. 
DEFINITION 3.6. For each ?I E D, an integrable function q(u) on Q is said to 
be a weak solution of the problem AS, if for every I$ E 2 with 4(x, 0) = 0 
on Sz for which L(u) + is bounded, 
J’, W) #cxy t)l 4~~) cx, 4 dx dt = j, 4(x, T) ho(x) dx. (3.35) 
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Substituting t by T - t in Fleming’s result given in [l 1, Appendix 2, pp. 21 l- 
2131, we note that for each u E D the adjoint system AS has a unique solution 
q(u) E L’(Q) satisfying the following properties. 
(i) For any 6 > 0, q(u) is Holder continuous on s x [0, T - S] and 
I qri(w (i = 1,2,..., n), are integrable over fi x [0, T - 61; 
(ii) q(u) (x, t) = 0 for (x, t) E EG x [0, T); and 
(iii) q(u) (x, t) > 0 for (x, t) E G x [0, T). 
For determination of controls that solve the problem P, we need to consider 
also the system 
L(u) 4(u) (x, t) = K(u) &Jo> (x3 t>, (x, 4 E Q, 
a4 lx, 0) = +ow XEQ, (3.36) 
$(u) (x, 4 == 0, (x, t)~ aQ x LO, Tl, 
where u” ED is the optimal control; 4(u”) is its corresponding solution of the 
system S; for any u G D, the operators L(U) and K(U) are as defined for system S; 
and the functions f, g, and do satisfy their corresponding properties given in 
assumption (A). 
Note that it follows from Theorem 3.5 that +(~a) is the unique solution of the 
system S corresponding to the optimal control u” E D and satisfies timates 
(3.18) and (3.19). Th us, for any u E D but u # u”, it follows from properties (v) 
and (vi) of assumption (A) that K(u) +(u”) (., .) is a bounded measurable function 
defined on Q. Therefore, we deduce from Theorem 3.2 that there exists aunique 
solution d(u) of the system 3.36 satisfying estimates (3.2) and (3.3) with 
Note that these estimates are equivalent o estimates (3.18) and (3.19). 
On the other hand, if u E D is taken as u”, then the system (3.36) reduces to 
the system S with u = u”. Thus, the existence and uniqueness of solution of this 
system follows from the application of Theorem 3.5. Therefore, in either case, 
the system (3.36) admits only a unique solution 4(u). Further, this solution 
satisfies timates (3.18) and (3.19). 
4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMALITY 
In order to prove the necessary conditions for optimality, we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let u” E D be the optimal control and let (x’, t’) E Q be any regular 
point for this control. Let G, be a sequence of cubes in Rn with centre x’ so that 
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Em,,, 1 Gk j = 0; Ik a sequence of intervals in (0, T] with midpoint t’ so that 
lim,,, 1 Ik 1 = 0; and let Q, A Gk n 9. Further, let xk be the characteristic 
function of Q, x Ik 2 Ok and, for any v E U, dejine 
Uk A (1 - Xk) u” + x/F. 
Then, each of the sequences 
PI, 4 U/l 0, I) j-Q MU”) - 44) W”) - i(ud, a@“)1 dx dt 
converges to zero as k + co, where 4(u”) and $(uJ ate, respectively, the solutions 
of the system S corresponding to u” E D and the system (3.36) corresponding to 
uk E D. 
Proof. We first show that ask -+ 0 as k * GO. The proof of convergence of the 
sequence j3k with respect o k will be briefly indicated. 
Let +(u”) be the solution of system S corresponding to the optimal control 
u” ED and let $(uJ be the solution of the system (3.36) with u = uk . Define 
$(u”) - k+J by 4~ - Th en, we have, for almost all (x, t) E Q, 
WO) h(X, t) = quo) 4(u”) (x, t> - -quo) &%) (4 t) 
= f (x, t, uO(x, t), 4(u”) (x, t), C,(uO) (x, t)) 
+ lots,,y( x, t> 7, ~3 u”(x, t), +(u”) h 4, h@“> (71,4>> 4 dT 
- MuO) - 44) Bw (x9 4 - -%) Bw (x9 t> 
= f (x9 t, uO(x, t), #“) (x, t>, &(u”) (x, t)) 
+ s,tL ( g x, t, 7,~) uO(x, t>, d(u”> h 4 hz(u”) (T,T)) 4 dT 
- f (x, t, %&, t), $(a”) (x, t), $&“) (x, t)) 
t 
- 
ss g(x, t, 7, T> U&G t>, +(u”) h 4, A(u”> (rl, 7)) 4 dT 0 s;) 
+ (bi(x> t,u”(x, t)) - bi(x, t, u&, t)))qi&~) (x, t) 
+ (4% t, uO(x, t>> - 4% t, u,(x, t>)>&u,) (x, q
Li y&G t). 
Further, 
(cr?c(x, t) = 0 for (x, t) E 8X2 x [0, T] (4.2) 
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and 
Iclk(% 0) = 0 for x E Q. (4.3) 
Thus, for each integer k > 1, let us consider the system 
UuO) Illlk(X, 4 = Yk(X, 4, (x, t) ES, 
#k(X, t) = 0, (x, t) E a-J x [O, q, (4.4) 
#k(X> 0) = 0, XEQ. 
Clearly, Yk(x, t) = 0 for all (x, t) $ Ok and is bounded measurable on Q. Thus, 
it follows from Theorem 3.2 that, for each integer K >, 1, I,& is also the unique 
solution of the system (4.4) considered as linear first boundary value problem 
with Y, known. Further, it follows also from Theorem 3.2 that I+IJ~ satisfies the 
estimate 
d ~1 s Q (Yd2 dx 4 
bwJ2IOkl 9 
* %IOkI =
where wr and w2 are constants independent of k. 
With reference to the definition of the control uk , property (iv) of assump- 
tion (A), and property (i) of the weak solution q(uO) of the Adjoint system AS, 
it is clear that 
““eP K&(x, 4 UO(X> 4 - &G t, %(% 9)) 4(u0) (x, 91 
= s$P I(4c 4 u”@, 9) - U? 4 %c(x, t>> 4@O) 6% 91 
< *i , i = l,..., n, 
where wi are independent of k. 
Therefore, we deduce from the expression of c+ that 
for k = 1, 2,.... Let p be any real number so that 2 <p < co and let 
l/p + l/p’ = 1. Then, there exists a real nulber 6 > 0 so that l/p’ = 4 + 6. 
Thus it follows from Holder’s inequality that 
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Using [8, Corollary 6, with k = 1, p. 16881, we can find a constant wq inde- 
pendent of k so that 
(4.10) 
and 
~~lw~~~i’~~(~llw~12)(i~l~~l’). C4.11) 
Substituting (4.10) and (4.11) into (4.9), we have 
ij,, 1 wiz I’dfin 
(4.12) 
+ (n g1 1 wi 1y2 lj,, i, I * I2 dxjl’2] 
where w5 = wq(V CL, 1 wi 17112. Thus, it follows from Hijlder ‘s inequdity 
and (4.12) that (4.8) can be reduced to 
Therefore, using (4.5) and the fact that I/p’ = 4 + 6, we obtain 
dx dt < 21’2w5w,( 1 0, l)liz (( 1;, I)“” (j 9, ()l” (1 fi, I)“. (4.14) 
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Thus, (4.7) reduces to 
(4.15) 
This implies that ock + 0 as K + co. 
Next, using the same argument as that given for ok with 
{(&, & u”(% t)> - bi(x~ t, uk(x, t>>> +, t)> (a#k/axi) 
replaced by 
{C(X, t, U”(X, t)) - c(x, t, uk(% t)>) dx9 t)> lC’k Y 
we conclude that 
bk-- as k-too. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 4.2. From the expression of the cost functional J (Section 2), it 
is easily shown that NO( ., z(.)) ED(~) f or every x EL~(.C~). Indeed, for every 
z ELM, it follows from the condition H(i) (Section 2) that for every 2~ Rl 
and for almost every x E Sz 
HO(x, %) - h(x, z(x)) (5 - z(x)) < HO(x, Z(X)) 
< HO(x, 2) + h(x, 2) (z(X) - 2). 
Further, by use of condition H(ii), we may choose f E R1 in such a way that 
Ha(., 5) ELI@). Thus, it follows from H(i) that H”(., z(e)) ELM) for every 
x E&L’). In particular, HO(., $(u”) (.)) ELJ(SZ), where 4(ua) is the solution of the 
system S corresponding to u” E D. 
The following well-known result will be used in the proof of our main 
theorem and is thus presented below as a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let r be a Lebesgue integrable function dejned on Q, let y be any 
of its regular points in Q, and let EC Q be any measurable set containing y and 
contracting to the one-point set {y}. Then, 
With these preparations, we present our main result on the necessary con- 
dition for optimality in 
THEOREM 4.4. Consider the system S. Suppose that assumption (A) is satisfied 
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and that u* E D is an optimal control. Further, let K(u) . +(a”) 3 K(u) 4(u). Then 
for almost all (x, t) E Q and for any v E U 
+ (f(X, t, uO(x, t), C(u”) (x, t), &&“) (x, 9) 
- f(X, t, a, 4&O) (x, t), hz(uO) (3, 91 
+ [s,” S,R(X, t>797, ~‘Yx, t)> +(u”) (rl, 4 A&*) h 4) 4 dT 
t 
4-s 0 R g(x, 671,~,v, +@“I (rl, ~1, (bx(u*) (7,4) 4 d’] 
< 0, (4.16) 
where +(u*) is the solution of the system S corresponding to the optimal control 
u* ED and Mu*) = (#Eli,..., qLn(uo>). 
Proof. Let (x’, t’) EQ be a regular point corresponding to the optimal control 
U* E D and let v be any element in U. Further, let c$(u”) and &uk) be, respectively, 
the solutions of the system S corresponding to the optimal control u” ED and 
the solution of the system (3.36) corresponding to the control uk . 
Define I/J~ g $(uk) - #(uO). Then, we observe that 
Thus, using assumption (A) and the properties of the solutions, $(u*) and 
&z+) (Theorems 3.5 and 3.2), we see that L(u”) #k is bounded uniformly with 
respect to k. Therefore, it follows from the definition of the adjoitn system 
AS that 
jo@*) v&(x, 4 duo) (x, t) dx dt = s, &x(x, T) ho(x) dx, (4.18) 
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where h,(x) = h(x, +(u”) (x, r)). Since K(u) $(u”) 3 K(U) 4(u), we deduce from 
Remark 4.2, [17, Corollary 2.1, p. 151 and the second part of H(ii) that 
s R [COJ”) (x, T) - iw (x3 VI hoc4 A G 0 (4.19) 
for all integers K 3 1. Thus it follows from expression (4.18) that 
1 
I&“) t&n&, t) q(u”) (x, t) dx dt > 0. 
Q 
(4.20) 
Substituting (4.17) into (4.20) and then dividing it by j 0, 1 , we have 
0 < (1 /I 0, I) j W”) Y&(X, 4 duo) (~3 0 dx dt 
Q 
= [(l/l 0, I) jQ tf(% 6 %(X9 4, $e”) (x, 4, A&“> (27 4) 
- f(x, t, uO(x, 0, d(u”) (x, t)> 4du”) (x, t))) ho) (x> t) dx dt] 
- SI ot .-/(x> t,7, Q-> u”(x, 4, +(u”) h4,Mu”) (7,~)) 4 djduo) (~9 t)dx dt] 
- [(l/l Ok I) j, v4x7 6UO(% 4)- h(% 44x, w
x t&&k) (x, 4 - dmi(~o) x, 0) +(4x, 4 U”(% t>> 
-. c(x, tu&, t)>) (&d (x, 4 - 4(u”) (x,t)>> duoI (x> t> dx dt] 
-- [(l/l Ok I) jQM x, t, uO(x, 4) - &, t, %(% t))) TLj(UO) (x2 4
-t- (c(x, 4 u”(x, t)) - 4% t, %4x, a> $(u”> (x, t)> duo) 6% t> dx d’] - (4.21) 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1, the third term of (4.21) converges to zero as 
tZ ---f co. Thus, it follows from Lemma4.3 that the inequality (4.21) in the limit 
with respect to K reduces to 
I (f(X’, t’, uO(x’, t’), f$(u”) (X’, t’), 9e(u0> lx’, t’)) 
- f(X’, t’, v’, #“) (x’, t’), &(u”) (x’, t’)>> 
+ Jot’jn ( g x’, t’, 7,~, uO(x’, 0 40”) (7>4 4&o) (794 4 dT 
t’ - 
1.l &‘a t’, 7, T> v> NJ”) (73 4, 4z(u”> (79 4 4 dT 
+ (;b& t’, 240(x’, t )) - bi(X’, t’, v)) &&“> (x’, t’) 
+ ((c(x’, t’, uO(x’, t’)) - c(x’, t’, v))+(u”) (x’, t’)/ q(uO) (x’, t’) < 0 (4.22) 
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for any regular point (x’, t’) E Q and f or any VE L’. However, since almost all points 
in Q are regular points for the measurable control UO and since q(uO) (x, t) > 0 
on .L’ x [0, T) (property (iii) of the weak solution q(u”) of the adjoint system AS, 
Section 3), the inequality (4.22) reduces to the inequality (4.16). This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. From the necessary condition (4.16) (Theorem 4.4) we can con- 
clude that 
Then $(uO) (x, t) = do satisfies the well-known equation of Bellman’s dynamic 
programming [6] 
74” - aifbOrizj = 2% j&(x, 4 7-9 $2, + 6 t, v) 4” +f(x, tv, +O, ho) 
+ jots, g(x, t;797; z’, $o(% 71, CY% 4) 4 dr/ 
for a.a. (x, t) ELI X (0, T], 
+O@, 0) = 4oc4 for x E Q, 
fp(X, t) = 0 for (x, t) 15 %J x [0, T]. 
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